Rob de Jeu, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and James D. Lewis, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada, Editors Spencer J. Bloch has, and continues to have, a profound influence on the subject of Algebraic K-Theory, Cycles and Motives. This book, which is comprised of a number of independent research articles written by leading experts in the field, is dedicated in his honour, and gives a snapshot of the current and evolving nature of the subject. Some of the articles are written in an expository style, providing a perspective on the current state of the subject to those wishing to learn more about it. Others are more technical, representing new developments and making them especially interesting to researchers for keeping abreast of recent progress.
This item will also be of interest to those working in number theory and geometry and topology.
Titles in this series are co-published with the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical Sciences (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) . This is a two-volume series research monograph on the general Lagrangian Floer theory and on the accompanying homological algebra of filtered A ∞ -algebras. This book provides the most important step towards a rigorous foundation of the Fukaya category in general context. In Volume I, general deformation theory of the Floer cohomology is developed in both algebraic and geometric contexts. An essentially self-contained homotopy theory of filtered A ∞ algebras and A ∞ bimodules and applications of their obstruction-deformation theory to the Lagrangian Floer theory are presented. Volume II contains detailed studies of two of the main points of the foundation of the theory: transversality and orientation. The study of transversality is based on the virtual fundamental chain techniques (the theory of Kuranishi structures and their multisections) and chain level intersection theories. A detailed analysis comparing the orientations of the moduli spaces and their fiber products is carried out. A self-contained account of the general theory of Kuranishi structures is also included in the appendix of this volume.
Contents
Titles in this series are co-published with International Press, Cambridge, MA. Number theory is one of the few areas of mathematics where problems of substantial interest can be fully described to someone with minimal mathematical background. Solving such problems sometimes requires difficult and deep methods. But this is not a universal phenomenon; many engaging problems can be successfully attacked with little more than one's mathematical bare hands. In this case one says that the problem can be solved in an elementary way. Such elementary methods and the problems to which they apply are the subject of this book.
Not Always Buried Deep is designed to be read and enjoyed by those who wish to explore elementary methods in modern number theory. The heart of the book is a thorough introduction to elementary prime number theory, including Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions, the Brun sieve, and the Erdös-Selberg proof of the prime number theorem. Rather than trying to present a comprehensive treatise, Pollack focuses on topics that are particularly attractive and accessible. Other topics covered include Gauss's theory of cyclotomy and its applications to rational reciprocity laws, Hilbert's solution to Waring's problem, and modern work on perfect numbers.
The nature of the material means that little is required in terms of prerequisites: The reader is expected to have prior familiarity with number theory at the level of an undergraduate course and a first course in modern algebra (covering groups, rings, and fields). The exposition is complemented by over 200 exercises and 400 references. The book examines in some depth two important classes of point processes, determinantal processes and "Gaussian zeros", i.e., zeros of random analytic functions with Gaussian coefficients. These processes share a property of "point-repulsion", where distinct points are less likely to fall close to each other than in processes, such as the Poisson process, that arise from independent sampling. Nevertheless, the treatment in the book emphasizes the use of independence: for random power series, the independence of coefficients is key; for determinantal processes, the number of points in a domain is a sum of independent indicators, and this yields a satisfying explanation of the central limit theorem (CLT) for this point count. Another unifying theme of the book is invariance of considered point processes under natural transformation groups.
The book strives for balance between general theory and concrete examples. On the one hand, it presents a primer on modern techniques on the interface of probability and analysis. On the other hand, a wealth of determinantal processes of intrinsic interest are analyzed; these arise from random spanning trees and eigenvalues of random matrices, as well as from special power series with determinantal zeros.
The material in the book formed the basis of a graduate course given at the IAS-Park City Summer School in 2007; the only background knowledge assumed can be acquired in first-year graduate courses in analysis and probability.
This item will also be of interest to those working in analysis.
Contents: Introduction; Gaussian analytic functions; Joint intensities; Determinantal point processes; The hyperbolic GAF; A determinantal zoo; Large deviations for zeros; Advanced topics: Dynamics and allocation to random zeros; Bibliography. In the first half of the book, the author translates in the geometric situation of Drinfeld varieties, that is, the case of a function field of one variable over a finite field, the principal results of the book of Michael Harris and Richard Taylor, which treats some Shimura varieties over number fields. The author gives in particular the restriction of sheaves to the open strata of vanishing cycles in terms of some local systems, known as Harris-Taylor's local systems, for which he calculates the alternating sum of the cohomology group with compact supports. In the last half of the book, the author describes the monodromy filtration of the perverse sheaf of vanishing cycles and the spectral sequence associated to it. Thanks to the Berkovich-Fargues theorem, the author obtains the description of the local monodromy filtration of the Deligne-Carayol model.
University

This item will also be of interest to those working in analysis.
A publication of the Société Mathématique de France, Marseilles (SMF), distributed by the AMS in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF. Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list. In this work the author studies the Chow-Witt groups. These groups were defined by J. Barge and F. Morel in order to understand when a projective module P of top rank over a ring A has a free factor of rank one, i.e., is isomorphic to Q ⊕ A.
Contents
First the author shows that these groups satisfy the same functorial propertiels as the classical Chow groups. Then he defines for each locally free O X -module E of (constant) rank n over a regular scheme X an Euler classc n (E) that is a refinement of the usual top Chern class c n (E). The Euler classes also satisfy good functorial properties. In particular,c n (P ) = 0 if P is a projective module of rank n over a regular ring A of dimension n such that P Q ⊕ A.
Next the author computes the top Chow-Witt group of a regular ring A of dimension 2 and the top Chow-Witt group of a regular R-algebra A of finite dimension. For such A, he obtains that if P is a projective module of rank equal to the dimension of the ring theñ c n (P ) = 0 if and only if P Q ⊕ A.
Finally, the author examines the links between the Chow-Witt groups and the Euler class groups defined by S. Bhatwadekar and R. Sridharan.
A publication of the Société Mathématique de France, Marseilles (SMF), distributed by the AMS in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF. Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list. Quantum statistical mechanics plays a major role in many fields such as thermodynamics, plasma physics, solid-state physics, and the study of stellar structure. While the theory of quantum harmonic oscillators is relatively simple, the case of anharmonic oscillators, a mathematical model of a localized quantum particle, is more complex and challenging. Moreover, infinite systems of interacting quantum anharmonic oscillators possess interesting ordering properties with respect to quantum stabilization. This book presents a rigorous approach to the statistical mechanics of such systems, in particular with respect to their actions on a crystal lattice.
The text is addressed to both mathematicians and physicists, especially those who are concerned with the rigorous mathematical background of their results and the kind of problems that arise in quantum statistical mechanics. The reader will find here a concise collection of facts, concepts, and tools relevant for the application of path integrals and other methods based on measure and integration theory to problems of quantum physics, in particular the latest results in the mathematical theory of quantum anharmonic crystals. The methods developed in the book are also applicable to other problems involving infinitely many variables, for example, in biology and economics.
A publication of the European Mathematical Society (EMS). In his thesis Franck Lesieur had introduced a notion of measured quantum groupoid, in the setting of von Neumann algebras, and a simplification of Lesieur's axioms is presented in an appendix of this publication.
In this book the author develops the notions of actions, crossed-product, and obtains a biduality theorem, following what had been done by Stefaan Vaes for locally compact quantum groups. Moreover, the author proves that the inclusion of the initial algebra into its crossed-product is depth 2, which gives a converse of a result proved by Jean-Michel Vallin and the author. More precisely, to any action of a measured quantum groupoid, the author associates another measured quantum groupoid. In particular, starting from an action of a locally compact quantum group, he obtains a measured quantum groupoid canonically associated to this action; when the action is outer, this measured quantum groupoid is the initial locally compact quantum group.
A publication of the Société Mathématique de France, Marseilles (SMF), distributed by the AMS in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF. Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list.
Contents: Introduction; Preliminaries; Measured quantum groupoids; Left invariance revisited; Corepresentations of measured quantum groupoids; Actions of measured quantum groupoids; Some technical properties of actions; The standard implementation of an action: The case of a δ-invariant; Crossed-product and dual actions; An auxilliary weight on the crossed-product; Biduality; Characterization of crossed-products; Dual weight; bidual weight; depth 2 inclusion associated to an action; The measured quantum groupoid associated to an action; Appendix; Bibliography. A publication of the Société Mathématique de France, Marseilles (SMF), distributed by the AMS in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF. Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list. Index Theory is one of the most exciting and consequential accomplishments of twentieth-century mathematics. The Founders of Index Theory contemplates the four great mathematicians who developed index theory-Sir Michael Atiyah, Raoul Bott, Friedrich Hirzebruch, and I.M. Singer-through the eyes of their students, collaborators and colleagues, their friends and family members, and themselves.
In addition to their own essays and correspondence-of historical importance-this volume presents a variety of material of a decidedly personal as well as compelling mathematical nature, written by some of their most notable students and long-time collaborators, including such leading current figures in mathematics and physics as Simon Donaldson, Edward Witten, and S.T. Yau. In these writings, one perceives the expansive influence of their work across various fields of mathematics and into theoretical physics.
At a time when the long and illustrious careers of Atiyah, Hirzebruch, and Singer are being recognized with birthday celebrations, this second edition of Founders of Index Theory remembers the late and much beloved Raoul Bott-in the affectionate words of those three men, as well as family members and long-time friends and colleagues. What emerges is the portrait of a compelling mathematical mind informed by a warm and magnetic personality that was both a joy and inspiration to those who knew him.
This volume includes a generous collection of color and black and white photographs-many rarely seen-of the four principal figures together with their family, friends, and colleagues. These include numerous images of Bott dating from his early childhood to his last years at Harvard University. 
